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Florence Savage Scrapbook Collection (MCC-00540)

Shelf List Number: UP-540, UM-540

Collection Overview
Creator
Florence Louise Savage

Dates
Undated [bulk]
1920s
1962-06-18

Extent
1 archival photo album & 1 manuscript box

Provenance
Donated by Janice Ryan, the creator’s daughter.

Language
English

Conservation Notes
Due to some mold on the scrapbook itself, the pictures were removed and put in archival grade
clear sleeves and an archival grade photo album. The album was discarded but the original order
of the photographs and all notes/descriptions were copied in the finding aid. The English book
covers were also discarded due to mold but the book pages were kept after further assessment.

Conditions Governing Access and Use
Restrictions

Access: No restrictions

Physical: No restrictions

Technical: No restrictions

Rights Statement
Copyright has been assigned to the Acadian Archives/Archives acadiennes. All requests for
permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Acadian
Archives/Archives acadiennes.

Recommended Citation
Florence Savage Scrapbook Collection, (MCC-00540). Acadian Archives/Archives acadiennes,
University of Maine at Fort Kent.

Collection Description
Historical and Biographical Information
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Florence Louise Savage attended the Madawaska Training School (MTS) and later taught at a
local school in Castine. Her daughter, Janice didn’t know exactly when her mother attended the
MTS, but going off of the dates from the scrapbook would have attended in the 1910s-early
1920s and started teaching in the 1920s.

Janice also noted that her father and family grew up on Main Street in Fort Kent in a brick house.
They farmed cattle near the railroad and later sold their land to the railroad company. To her
knowledge, her uncle and some cousins still reside in town and Eagle Lake, Maine. (As of the
time this finding aid was written.)

The Madawaska Training School was chartered in 1878. Initially the school was divided between
locations in Fort Kent and Van Buren, Maine; in 1884, the Van Buren location was moved to
Grand Isle. Fort Kent became the sole home of the school in 1887. A number of buildings were
added to the Madawaska Training School campus throughout the years, including Nowland Hall,
a dormitory opened in 1893; a building of classrooms dedicated as Cyr Hall in 1895; the model
school in 1909; Dickey Hall, a men’s dormitory in 1816; and a gymnasium in 1929. In 1920, a
high school component was added to the training school, awarding high school diplomas to its
graduates. By 1952 funding waned for the school and its structure fell into disrepair. This,
combined with the lack of enthusiasm and support for a 2-year program when the state held a
number of teachers’ colleges, led to the Madawaska Training School remaining the only normal
school in the state of Maine in 1952. After a legislative mandate, the high school component
began a three-year phase out, beginning in 1949. The legislature pushed for the school to be
closed; however, after intense lobbying by the school’s administration, the Madawaska Training
School was restructured and renamed the Fort Kent Normal School in 1955. It would see two
more name changes (Fort Kent State Teacher’s College in 1961 and Fort Kent Kent State College
in 1966) before becoming the University of Maine at Fort Kent in 1970.

Scope and Content
Most of the pictures in the photo album pertained to Florence’s time in Castine. Her daughter
tried to remove those [not related to these times?], but may not have removed them all.

Arrangement
This collection is divided into three series: series I: photographs, series II: school letters, and
series: III English book.

Though the original scrapbook album was discarded due to mold, the original order of the
photographs were kept when put in archival sleeves. This order corresponds to the photograph
numbers in the collection inventory below. All notes/descriptions from the pages were copied
into the finding aid in parentheses. Additional descriptions by the archivist follow without
parentheses; in some cases there were no descriptions in the scrapbook of the images. The
original scrapbook didn’t have numbered pages, but when taking the photographs out of the
scrapbook, the processing archivist numbered the pages so that users could see which images
were on what page. There were also 26 blank pages at the end of the original album.

Separated Materials (If Applicable)
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Florence’s daughter tried to remove those photographs not related to [her mom’s time at MTS
and Castine] prior to sending them to the Archives, but may not have removed them all. The
original scrapbook was discarded due to mold concerns- see conservation notes section above.
The scrapbook had a dark green cover and black inside covers with black construction paper
pages for the images to be pasted to and was bound at the spine by string bound through two
holes in the middle.

The English book’s covers were also discarded due to being covered in mold. The processing
archivist assessed the pages and finding them free of mold, kept them in folders. The book was
bound in a red cover that was bound by two metal rings.

A father’s day card from the donor (creator’s daughter) was tucked into one of the blank pages at
the back of the scrapbook. Due to being covered in red rot, this card was discarded, but the letter
inside it was kept as it’s in better condition.

Subject Headings
Beaches
Bodies of water
Canoes and canoeing
English language--Grammar--textbooks
Lighthouses
Madawaska Training School
Ocean
Photographs
Scrapbooks
Teachers

Related Materials
Not applicable

Collection Inventory
Box Page Item No. Description Date(s)
Series I: Photographs
Page 1 had the images taken out of the scrapbook prior to being sent to the Archives.
Two images from page 2 were removed.
1 2 1 “Beau Lake” Two men canoeing on the lake 1925
1 2 2 “McPherson Pond” Blurry image of two people sitting in a canoe Undated

while a third person stands at the end, using a long paddle to move.
The canoe is near the shore of the pond.

1 2 3 “Glacier Lake” Two men are sitting at either end of a canoe on the 1925
shore of Glacier Lake.

1 2 4 “The Bear- Blue River [-]” A small black bear is sitting upright next Undated
to a deck in front of a house.

1 3 5 “Paddy & Lewis” Two young children in a yard with a house in the Undated
background. One is sitting in a chair while the other stands behind it
with his hands resting on the back.
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1 3 6 “Paddy & Lewis” A side angle of the previous image of the two Undated
children.

1 3 7 “Paddy & Simba” The child Paddy is sitting in a yard next to a Undated
large black dog with a house in the background.

1 4 8 “Penny & Nickole” Two women dressed in fancy ankle-length coats. Undated
1 4 9 “The Man Castine Fall” A man-shaped sign listing the speed limit 1925

and directions for a lighthouse, golf course, and Fort George.
1 4 10 “On a sunny afternoon” Two women standing next to the road; one Undated

is standing on a fallen log and resting her arms on the other who is
looking towards the ground.

1 5 11 “Warren’s Landing” Man pulling a line from the water off the side 1925
of a tall dock.

1 5 12 “Golden Road” Image of a boat on the open water [ocean?] 1925
1 5 13 “Notice the gulls” Building and dock on the water seen across the Undated

road from behind some wire fencing. A number of gulls can be
seen on the far corner of the roof.

1 5 14 “The Lighthouse” image of a lighthouse Undated
1 6 15 Woman standing partway down a hill with woods behind her. Undated
1 6 16 “At Dice’s Head” A woman is sitting on a boulder formation on 1925

the ocean shoreline.
1 6 17 “[Not-], Earle, and [Thelm]” A group of two men and two women Undated

standing together in a field with trees, a building and another person
in the background.

1 6 18 “At Dice’s Head” A baby is sitting on a blanket in a field with a 1925
building in the background.

1 6 19 “Just David” A man is sitting at the end of a beach or road on a 1924-1925
wooden chair. He is wearing a suit and tie.

1 6 20 “What is that over Annie’s head?” A woman is standing in 1925-07-04
between two men who are sitting on a porch deck. The man to
the left is holding his hand behind the woman’s head.

1 7 21 “On the rocky coast of Maine” A woman is sitting on a boulder on 1925
the ocean shoreline.

1 7 22 “Ready for Dice’s Head” Two women are sitting in front of a Undated
couple of wooden beams erected in the shape of the pi math
symbol with their arms around their knees which are brought up to
their chests.

1 8 23 “A scene near Dice’s Head” A scene of snow-covered pine trees. 1926-01-03
1 8 24 “Swatiz Hotel, Quebec” Two men and a woman are leaning 1925-07-04

against a porch deck smiling. One man is standing slightly back
from the other two.

1 8 25 “A lane near the lighthouse” A snow covered road lined by trees Undated
on either side.
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1 8 26 “Another scene near Dice’s Head” Another scene of snow covered Undated
pine trees.

1 9 27 “I am not choking but just laughing.” Group of four people 1926-01-23
huddled around a ladder in a snowy yard.

1 9 28 Missing image with description on page “Atwater and her 1926-01-23
boyfriend”

1 9 29 “Turn around Dear and I will snap a picture of you for your hero” 1926-01-23
A person is standing on a snow covered path.

1 9 30 Unlabeled photo of a woman sitting on a couch holding a 1926-01-24
wooden side table close to her chest.

1 10 31 “Brown. Columbe & I” Three people standing on the snowy steps 1926-06
of a building.

1 10 32 “Castine” Group of women-most of whom are in white- standing in 1926-06
front of a sign on a small hill.

1 10 33 “‘Be there anytime for Aroostook tonight’ A.S. N.S. game E.S. N.S” 1926-06
Four women standing side-by-side.

1 10 34 “Main St. Castine” A woman is in the forefront on a sidewalk, 1926-06
dwarfed by a massive tree. Buildings can be seen across the street.

1 11 35 “Al on the warf” Person standing on the warf in a coat and hat. Undated
1 11 36 “AL + OSS” A young couple standing arm in arm in front of some Undated

trees.
1 11 37 “Atwaters + Al- a corner of the living room in the pentagoet” Two Undated

young women sitting in a wicker love seat looking at a book.
1 12 38 “Stuart Duncan” Image of a man in a site and tie standing outside. Undated
1 12 39 “Note the background and the to be”; Woman standing on a plank Undated

in front of clothes hanging on a clothesline.
1 12 40 “Shore on the front porch; on the clothesline” Same woman from the Undated

previous photo but she is now sitting on the plant with her knees
drawn up to her chest.

1 13 41 “On the way to Dice’s Head” A group of women are sitting on a 1926-05-01
cannon.

1 13 42 “Note the box- three guesses as to what is in it” The same group 1926-05-01
of women are sitting on the ground in a group. The front woman
is holding a box and has a metal jug in front of her.

1 13 43 “Whose shirt did Dean hare[sic] on” group of people are sitting/ 1926-05-01
standing on a dirt road.

1 14 44 “Breakfast on Sunday. Belra had been diving for seal.” Four 1926-05-01
women are sitting on a rock outcropping on a line.

1 14 45 “Breakfast on Sunday. Hubbard did not know.” Group is crouched 1926-05-01
on the rocks setting up a picnic and looking at shells.
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1 14 46 “Breakfast on Sunday. Roasting borr-rorrs[sic]” The group is 1926-05-01
sitting on the rocks holding sticks over a small fire.

1 15 47 “On the steps” The group is standing on the steps leading down 1926-05-01
to the beach.

1 15 48 “Our campfire” A distanced shot of three people crouching in a 1926-05-01
half circle to one side of the stairs and on the other side is a
smokey campfire.

1 15 49 “When high tide, the water is over this rock” Four women are 1926-05-01
sitting on a tall rock covered in moss or seaweed.

1 15 50 “‘Laugh Deacy’ ‘You know the smoke is choking me’” Five 1926-05-01
women are sitting around a fire at the edge of the rocky beach
and woods.

1 16 51 “Floundering. Two-in-one- Alonzo Easton & Maynard[sic] 1926-05-08
Sawyer” Double exposed image of two boys in a paddle boat.

1 16 52 “Floundering. Sanger Howard” Thumbnail-sized image of a boy 1926-05-08
in an oversized cap.

1 16 53 “‘Lonz’ acted as a boss’ Kenneth Howard and Alonzo cleaning 1926-05-08
flounders” Two boys stand on the edge of a deck. One is standing
slightly in front of the other, holding onto a post. The image looks
like it has been cut.

1 16 54 “On Hatches wharf. Left to right front: Basil Eaton, Maynard 1926-05-08
Sawyer, Sanger Howard, Alonzo Eaton, Dean Pedro, & Kenneth
Howard.” A group of young boys are climbing up the steps of a dock.

1 17 55 “One of the many freighters seen in the Harbor” A sailboat in the 1926-05-16
harbor.

1 17 56 “Tide going out. Dice’s Head” Image of the tide along the rocky 1926-05-16
shore.

1 17 57 “Reading: Deacy, Dean & I. Spearin took the picture.” Three 1926-05-16
women leaning against the rocks reading books.

1 18 58 “At Belva’s [-] 2 Sunset Ridge.” Woman sitting in the middle of Undated
a field.

1 18 59 “Dean near Sunset Ridge.” A closer image of another woman sitting Undated
in the same field.

1 18 60 “Mr. Leaah[sic], Sunset Ridge” A man in a suit, tie and hat standing Undated
on a concrete slab in front of a house.

1 19 61 “Seal Harbor.” Image of a building on the harbor point. Undated
1 19 62 “Pumpkin Island.” Image of a building on the harbor point. Undated
1 19 63 “The Reel” Image of the railing of a boat with the water and a Undated

landmass off in the distance.
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1 20 64 “LaParret Park, Sleur de Mont spying.” Two people are leaning over Undated
a pond looking into it.

1 20 65 “Bar Harbor, Cadillac Road.” Dirt road with rocks on one side and Undated
a hill on the other.

1 20 66 “Seen from Cadillac Mt.” Image of a pond with Cadillac mountain Undated
looming in the background.

1 21 67 “Eagle Lake, Bar Harbor” View of Eagle Lake beyond a forest. Undated
1 21 68 “A freighter” A sailboat off in the distance on the water. Undated
1 21 69 “A freighter” A close up image of a sailboat. Undated
1 22 70 A large unlabeled image of a woman standing on the sidewalk in Undated

between a building [that appears to be part of a campus] and a
grassy area.

1 22 71 A large unlabeled image of another woman standing on the steps Undated
leading up to the porch of a brick building.

1 23 72 An unlabeled image of a group of women sitting on the step of a Undated
building- with one standing- in front of a door. All the women are
holding tennis rackets.

1 23 73 An unlabeled image of a man in a suit and tie standing under the Unlabeled
branches of a tree on a quad.1

1 24 74 Unlabeled image of a wooden building that appears to be partially Undated
built with a water wheel attached to its side.

1 24 75 Unlabeled image of a dirt field with a building in the partially visible Undated
behind it.

1 24 76 Image of a building with an attached silo seen across the road from Undated
the photographer with a body of water behind it.

1 25 78 Image of a man and a little boy standing together in front of trees/ Undated
shrubs.2

1 25 78 Image of two young boys in a field of flowers almost as tall as them.3 Undated
1 26 79 A young boy and toddler are sitting on the stoop of a door. Undated
1 26 80 A close-up of a toddler standing in a snowy field with bare trees and Undated

a building in the distance
1 27 81 Image of three people standing shoulder to shoulder in front of a Undated

porch.
1 27 82 Rows of logs stacked on the ground. Undated
1 27 83 Group of four women standing in a field shoulder to shoulder. Undated

3 This image is in the same sleeve as image #76 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.

2 This image is in the same sleeve as image #75 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.

1This image is in the same sleeve as image #72 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.
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1 27 84 Two men standing with horses next to a stack of snow-covered logs. Undated
1 27 85 A field of unidentified growth. Undated
1 27 86 Two men and two women dressed in their sunday best standing on a Undated

porch. The men are smoking cigarettes.
1 27 87 A man is standing in a clearing in the woods holding a long spike or Undated

rifle in his arms.
1 28 88 A woman is standing on a gravel drive in a white dress holding a hat Undated

with a building and field behind her.
1 28 89 A young couple is standing on a set of stairs leading up to a house. Undated

The woman is holding a large bouquet of flowers and smiling; the
man’s expression is neutral.

1 28 90 Two young children are sitting in a grassy field with a large black Undated
dog laying between them.

1 28 91 Two couples- the men in suits and the women in long overcoats- Undated
standing side-by-side in a street or large sidewalk.

1 28 92 A woman is sitting on a bench with two boys on either side of her Undated
with her arms wrapped around them.

1 28 93 “[-] baby boy [-] [-]” A boy in a sports uniform is sitting on a bench Undated
with his legs crossed and his hands tucked under his legs.

1 29 94 “Grand Falls. The old bridge ‘1860’” an old bridge with two stone 1927
pillars marking its beginning.

1 29 95 “Grand Falls. A view from the steps”- a torn image of a cliff face 1927
and rapids below.

1 29 96 “Grand Falls. Ma at the foot of the steps.” A woman is standing with 1927
one arm propper p on the stone wall next to a small waterfall.

1 30 97 “Transcontinental bridge.” A distant image of a railroad bridge over Undated
a river between two hills.

1 30 98 “Potholes” tide pools in the rocky shore overlooking the ocean. Undated
1 30 99 “Narrows” a narrow opening between two walls of rocks with water Undated

rushing through it.
1 31 100 “Gouldville Grade 7- Dorothy Willard” School photo Undated
1 31 101 “Gouldville Grade 7- Donald Cooper” School photo Undated
1 31 102 “Gouldville Grade 7- Marjorie Thompkins” School photo Undated
1 31 103 “Gouldville Grade 7- Alphonse Crock” School photo Undated
1 31 104 “Gouldville Grade 7- Ilene Hill” School photo Undated
1 31 105 “Gouldville Grade 7- Robert Cook” School photo Undated
1 31 106 “Gouldville Grade 7- Hyacinth McInnis” School photo Undated
1 31 107 “Gouldville Grade 7- Fred McConnell” School photo Undated
1 31 108 “Gouldville Grade 7- Dorothy Quiou[sic]” School photo Undated
1 31 109 “Gouldville Grade 7- Ronald Killcollins” School photo Undated
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1 31 110 “Gouldville Grade 7-Unidentified child” School photo Undated
1 32 111 “Gouldville Grade 8- Unidentified woman whose image was tucked Undated

into the spine of the page.
1 32 112 “Gouldville Grade 8- Almeda Smith” School photo Undated
1 32 113 “Gouldville Grade 8- Marjorie Palmer” School photo Undated
1 32 114 “Gouldville Grade 8- Palmer Walton” School photo Undated
1 32 115 “Gouldville Grade 8- Billy Haskell” School photo Undated
1 32 116 “Gouldville Grade 8- Katherine Parker” School photo Undated
1 32 117 “Gouldville Grade 8- Beatrice MacBurnel” School photo Undated
1 32 118 “Gouldville Grade 8- Richard Read” School photo Undated
1 32 119 “Gouldville Grade 8- Doris Condon” School photo Undated
1 32 120 “Gouldville Grade 8- Edna Hartt” School photo Undated
1 32 121 “Gouldville Grade 8- Verdette Clark” School photo Undated
1 32 122 “Gouldville Grade 8- Hattie Barker” School photo Undated
1 32 123 “Gouldville Grade 8- Marion Hayden” School photo Undated
1 33 124 Image of two people on sleds- the one in front is laying on their Undated

sled on their stomach and the person behind them is sitting
upright on a second sled.

1 33 125 Image of an older man with his arm wrapped around a younger Undated
person. Both are bundled in winter coats with a dog in the forefront
of the image. The man appears to be wearing skis.

1 33 126 A group of four people are standing shoulder to shoulder in winter Undated
coats. Two are wearing skis and another couple pairs of skis are
seen on either side of the group.

1 33 127 Two women are standing side-by-side in coats and hats. Undated
1 33 128 Two women are standing side-by-side on skis. Each holds one ski Undated

up on their shoulder with the other on the ground.
1 33 129 A group of people are sitting in a row on a toboggan looking over Undated

the next person’s shoulder at the camera.
1 34 130 A woman is smiling as she cross-country skis on a trail. Undated
1 34 131 A man is kneeling over a toboggan with a dog half-standing on the Undated

toboggan. Two men can be seen behind the man on cross-country skis.
1 34 132 Two women stand arm-in-arm on a snow-covered road in winter Undated

coats and hats.
1 34 133 Three men are standing on cross-country skis with a dog looking Undated

behind them to the left. The two men on the left are holding small
bags in their arms.

1 34 134 Two women standing arm-in-arm smiling for the camera on a snowy Undated
road wearing winter coats and hats.
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1 34 135 Small image of two women standing arm-in-arm on cross-country Undated
skis.

1 34 136 Small image of two men holding their cross-country skis upright. Undated
1 34 137 Two people on sleds- the person in front is laying on his stomach Undated

and the person behind him is sitting upright on their sled holding
on to the other’s feet.

1 35 138 “Ogunquit, Maine. Freda.” A woman is crouching behind a Summer 1927
‘safety first bathe between two life lines’ sign on a beach.
People can be seen on the beach behind her.

1 35 139 “Ogunquit, Maine. Bee.” A woman is standing on the beach in Summer 1927
a swimsuit and cap.

1 35 140 “Ogunquit, Maine. Saibes & Curly.” Two people are standing Summer 1927
on a ladder and platform next to a tall fence. One is higher up
than the other.

1 35 141 “Ogunquit, Maine. Red.” A woman is standing in a yard in a Summer 1927
dress and an apron with her hands clasped behind her back. A
two story building can be seen behind her.

1 36 142 “Ogunquit, Maine. The Beach Road.” Three women are Summer 1927
standing side-by-side under a tree branch.

1 36 143 “Ogunquit, Maine. The Whistling Oyster.” Four women are Summer 1927
standing with their arms around each other on a dirt road.

1 36 144 “Ogunquit, Maine. The Shrieks- Bob & Maurice.” Two men Summer 1927
are standing side-by-side in a yard with a house behind them.

1 36 145 “Ogunquit, Maine.” A woman is standing next to the driver of Summer 1927
a truck with her hand resting on the window.

1 36 146 “Ogunquit, Maine. The Marginal Way.” Four women are Summer 1927
standing together.

1 37 147 Three women are standing together in a field under three branches. Undated
1 37 148 “On our way back from P.I.”Two women are leaning against the side Undated

of a car. One has one foot propped up against the car.
1 37 149 A group of five people are standing in front of/sitting on the step of Undated

a car. All are dressed up nicely.
1 37 150 A group of five women are standing with their arms around each Undated

other in front of a car.
1 37 151 Two women are standing arm-in-arm on a sidewalk under a tree. Undated

A stone building can be seen in the background.
1 37 152 A small image of one of the women from the previous image Undated

standing alone just off the sidewalk on the grass.
1 38 153 Photo of four people- an older man sitting at the edge of a body of Undated

water with his arms around two younger women, all of whom have
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their legs partially submerged in water; and a third older woman
sitting partially behind them on a boulder above the water.

1 38 154 Four people submerged up to their shoulders in a body of water. Undated
1 38 155 A man and woman appear to be swimming in a body of water with Undated

two other people canoeing in the distance behind them.
1 38 156 Cut-out images of two women sitting in their bathing suits. It Undated

appears there was originally another person in the photo as their
arms can be seen around the two women depicted.

1 38 157 Two women in swimsuits and caps are standing/crouching in the Undated
water with other swimmers at a dock in the background.

1 38 158 A woman is standing in front of a flower bush in front of a building. Undated
1 39 159 A man is standing in a wooded clearing holding an unidentifiable Undated

item in his hand. The shadow of the person taking the picture can
be seen to his left.

1 39 160 A woman is standing in a wooded clearing holding what appears to Undated
be a flower in her hands and looking at the camera from a side angle.

1 39 161 A man is standing at the edge of trees so that a branch partially Undated
obscures his legs.

1 39 162 A woman is standing on a dirt road with one knee raised and her Undated
hand on said knee.

1 40 163 Two women are depicted in this image at the edge of a treeline. The Undated
first is sitting on a log behind a large boulder and the second is
standing behind her with one hand on her shoulder.

1 40 164 A man in a button-up shirt, tie, and capri trousers is standing on a Undated
dock holding a fishing pole.

1 40 165 Two women are standing in the water, which comes to their mid- Undated
thighs, in their bathing suits. The one on the right has her arms
around the other, who has an inflatable tube around her waist.

1 40 166 A woman is standing in knee-high water, holding an inflatable tube Undated
around her waist. Someone is almost out of the frame to the right.

1 41 167 Two men in button-up shirts and ties are standing with their arms Undated
around each other in a wooded clearing.4

1 41 168 Two people are standing with their arms around each other. The Undated
person on the right is turned towards the one on the left.5

5This image is in the same sleeve as image #163 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.

4This image is in the same sleeve as image #164 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.
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1 41 169 Two women are sitting on a man’s lap in a chair in front of a Undated
treeline. The women appear to be in swimwear.6

1 41 170 Two people are standing in mid-shin deep water with their arms Undated
around each other.7

1 42 171 A man and woman are standing in mid-thigh deep water. The Undated
woman has her arms around the man and is wearing a swim cap.

1 42 172 Two men are pumping up an inflatable tube which is leaning Undated
against a felled log. One man is standing up pumping while the
other is crouchedover holding the tube. A woman is sitting on the
log farther down looking past the men to the camera.

1 42 173 A woman is sitting on a beach at the water’s edge in her swimsuit Undated
and cap.

1 43 174 A group of four men are crouching in a row next to a house. Undated
1 43 175 A man is leaning against a pole of a gas station named ‘Cook’s Undated

Service Station’
1 43 176 Five men are standing in a row with their arms around each other. Undated

Trees and a building can be seen in the background.
1 43 177 Two thumbnail-sized images. The top one is of a man’s head and is Undated

cut off at the neck; the other is of a set of legs cut off just below
the knees.

1 44 178 A man is standing on a log at the water’s edge or floating in the Undated
water with his hands in his pants pockets.

1 44 179 A woman is standing on a log sticking out of the water next to its Undated
shore.

1 44 180 Three women are sitting in some long grass on the edge of a sandy Undated
area.

1 44 181 Two women are standing with their arms around each other in a Undated
field of long grass and plants.

1 44 182 A couple is standing in a field of long grass and pants. The woman Undated
is standing partially in front of the man at an angle to the camera.

1 44 183 A woman is standing on a step in front of a building next to a brick Undated
pillar. She is partially looking down at the ground.

1 44 184 A thumbnail-sized headshot of a woman who is looking slightly to Undated
the right.

1 44 185 A thumbnail-sized headshot of the woman from the previous image Undated
but she is looking to the left.

7This image is in the same sleeve as image #165 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.

6This image is in the same sleeve as image #166 due to them being stuck to the same sheet of
construction paper in the original scrapbook.
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1 44 186 A thumbnail-sized headshot of the woman from the previous Undated
images from behind with her looking to the side. She is wearing
a fur scarf.

1 44 187 A thumbnail-sized headshot of the woman from the previous Undated
images from behind with her looking to the left. She is wearing
a fur scarf that she is holding with one hand.

1 45 188 A group of people and a dog are standing/sitting in the doorway Undated
and on the steps leading up to a house.

1 45 189 A couple is kneeling/sitting on the snow covered ground next to Undated
a partially buried chair. The woman is leaning against the man.

1 45 190 The couple from the previous photo are sitting in the same chair Undated
with a second man and a dog in front of them.

1 45 191 A group of people (most from image 188) are standing on the Undated
steps/in the doorway of a house.

1 45 192 Two young boys are sitting in a canoe. The older one in the back Undated
is paddling.

1 45 193 Another image of the two young boys in the canoe with two Undated
women. The image is from a wider side angle. One of the women
is sitting with her arm around the younger boy and the other is
sitting in front of the older boy who is standing up.

1 45 194 Two women are standing on the steps of a porch with a small boy Undated
standing between them. The woman on the right has her arm
around the boy’s shoulders.

1 45 195 A man and woman are sitting on the porch steps of a building. Undated
1 46 196 A woman is sitting on a rock looking out in the distance. Undated
1 46 197 Two men are sitting in chairs on a porch with a woman standing in Undated

between them in front of the door. A small boy is sitting on the lap
of the man to the right.

1 46 198 A small cropped photo showing the legs of a man and woman Undated
standing on the porch steps and a small child leaning on the
porch rail. The child is the only one fully visible in the photo.

1 46 199 View of a rocky beach and water. Undated
1 46 200 A small, narrow image of a woman standing on the front steps Undated

of a house.
1 46 201 A man, woman and boy are standing in a field holding fishing Undated

poles.
1 46 202 Two women are standing next to a boat on a rocky shore in front Undated

of a body of water.
1 46 203 A young child is standing on the seat of a boat that is resting at the Undated

the edge of the water and a rocky shore.
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1 46 204 The same child from the previous photo is standing on a some Undated
rocks on the shore’s edge in front of the boat holding a giant ball.

1 46 205 A young child is sitting on a small boulder on the edge of a rocky Undated
shore with trees and a building in the background.

1 46 206 A small faded image of a woman sitting on a fence. Undated
1 46 207 A small image of three people standing side-by-side holding Undated

fishing poles.
1 47 208 A letter from Jan (donor)to her father written on Clark Air Base 1962-06-18

paper.

Series II:School letters
Box Folder Description Date(s)
2 1 Note written by Florence Louise Savage Undated
2 2 Piece of paper containing a student’s work Undated

Series III: English book
2 3 The Miller System of Correct English Undated
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